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Systemic Design // Systems-shifting Design

Equity Centered Design / Equity Centered Community Design

Transition Design

Systems thinking and design thinking

Design thinking and HCD
come out of product design /
industrial design / capitalist
constructs ... they were
meant to EXTRACT from
users insights that deisgn
EXPERTS could use to make
better (more compelling,
more sellable) products.

Download our Systems-shifting design report
Skip to content System Shifting Design (October 2021) sets out emerging
practice observed from designers who are working to deliberately and
generatively to create new systems of health, wellbeing, homes and community.
These designers are choosing to take this new approach rather than looking to
...

Equity Design Collaborative

Designcouncil

The vision of the Equity Design Collaborative is to grow the
field and the movement of Equity Design in order to disrupt
white dominant cultural ways of working, redesign systems of
oppression, and design for liberation. The mission of the Equity
Design Collaborative is to cultivate a community of
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Linear process (even if non-linear)

Double Diamond

Principles

What is important here is that
people-centered design/change
has a similar feel/process of
breathing, walking together, over
time. It is not cyclical -- it does not
go back around and around, btu it
is also not actually linear. I thiink if
it were poissble to show in 3D
each of these spaces would look
much more dynamic and they'd
overlap and bleed into each otehr
a lot more.

Complexity loop

The double
diamond -- coopted/adapted
by many. It came
from the Design
Council.

Change over time

Forumforthefuture

What is important in these loops
is that they are about moving
between the two
loops...continuously. This could
represent moving between
technical experts and community
members, between research/
design thinking on the one side
and systems change/systems
deign on the other. Mobility.
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Characteristics / Qualities

There are many
criticisms of design
thinking as represented
by IDEO and IBM (and
now commonly
understood in corp
america) in terms of
equity and inclusion

